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Adam. F 18-25 Daytrip Somewhat Sing. N 76-100

We know how busy the ski hill can be and even though it’s a 
mostly outdoors activity, we’re nervous about the contact that 
does happen.

Adam. F 25-34 2nd Home Somewhat Marr. Y 101-125 Close proximity to other skiers at the gondola and in the gondola

Adam. F 25-34 Daytrip Strongly Marr. N 126-150

It’s more the reservation system and all the hoops to jump through 
just to snowboard. If I pay for a pass, I want to be able to go when 
I want.

Adam. F 35-44 2nd Home Somewhat Marr. Y 51-75

How can we get in enough days of skiing to make the pass 
worthwhile, since are current lodging at the mountains is 
unavailable with another household that we usually share with 
ate using it? It will make it more difficult with the drive, instead of 
coming up the night before.

Adam. F 35-44 Weekend Somewhat Marr. Y 150K+ NO childcare or ski lesson options for young kids

Adam. F 35-44 Daytrip Strongly Sing. Y 31-50

Way too many people. Since everyone is just now coming out of 
lockdown the world is eager just to get out so it's going to be a lot 
of non-skiers trying to ski that's not a good recipe for anybody

Arap. F 18-25 Daytrip Somewhat Marr. N 51-75

It will be difficult to make reservations that work for us. And I 
don’t want it to be so busy when I only have limited time on the 
slopes

Arap. M 18-25 Daytrip Somewhat Sing. N 30K The fuckin parking reservations are some bullshit man.

Arap. F 25-34 Local Strongly Marr. N 126-150
IKON did not refund my ski pass and I paid full price to ski one 
day. Also sounds ridiculous to have to reserve a day to ski.

Arap. M 25-34 Daytrip Somewhat Sing. N 126-150 Reservations

Arap. F 25-34 Daytrip Strongly Marr. Y 101-125
We have a 1 year old and don’t want to put him in a ski school 
daycare during the pandemic otherwise we would still be going.

Arap. F 35-44 Daytrip Strongly Marr. N 150K+ COVID-19
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Arap. F 35-44 Weekend Strongly Marr. Y 150K+

The risk of potentially getting Covid is biggest reason but also the 
experience of the mountain I feel won’t be the same. 
Reservations to park, the restrictions on number of people in 
lodge/restaurants. It just doesn’t seem worth the cost for a less 
than experience.

Arap. M 45-54 Daytrip Strongly Marr. Y 150K+
Unsure if the ski resorts are putting in safety measures that work 
and the increasing number of COVID cases

Arap. F 55-64 Weekend Strongly Sing. N 30K COVID

Arap. F 55-64 Daytrip Somewhat Sing. N 101-125

If I have to make an appointment and it’s a pain in the ass then I’ll 
take up cross-country skiing and defer my Ikon pass until next 
year.  Also I’m nervous about skiing once and then it all gets shut 
down and I lose out on a $600 season pass.

Arap. F 55-64 Daytrip Strongly Ref N 51-75

My Epic Insurance was not honored for Covid, I feel completely 
ripped off, skiing will also be restricted this year and my pay was 
cut. Wasted my money last year and won't do it again this year.

Bould. M 18-25 Daytrip Somewhat Sing. Y Ref
I don’t wanna invest in a pass and have the mountains close 
down or have to make an appointment every time I want to ski

Bould. F 18-25 Local Somewhat Sing. N 76-100

I’m worried it’s not going to be the same and the rules for Covid 
will take away from the fun of going skiing, I think Covid rule 
there will be really long lift lines, no areas to eat long lines for 
food no table space and difficulty to social distance and have a 
good time on the slopes

Bould. M 18-25 Local Somewhat Sing. N 30K
Reservation dates for ski resorts. Backcountry seems like a better 
option this season

Bould. M 25-34 Daytrip Strongly Marr. N 150K+ COVID-19
Bould. F 25-34 Daytrip Strongly Sing. N 76-100 Too busy on the hill and on the drive up
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Bould. F 25-34 Local Somewhat Sing. N 126-150

Traveling and accommodations may pose more of an exposure 
threat to COVID. The additional measures some ski areas have 
taken, while commendable and thoughtful, also require a lot of 
advance planning that makes things less fluid (ie booking parking 
in advance, ticket sales, etc.)

Bould. M 25-34 Daytrip Somewhat Sing. N 31-50
Will get a day pass for when I go. Not buying a season pass for 
fear of the slopes closing from Covid

Bould. M 35-44 Weekend Somewhat Sing. N 150K+

Concern about the resorts not being well prepared to manage the 
number of people and risk from the virus - either unsafe or too 
long of lines, either way not a good situation.

Bould. F 35-44 2nd Home Strongly Marr. N Ref

I am concerned about overly restrictive policies that will make 
the investment not worth it. I view skiing as an outdoor sport that 
lends itself to a safe environment & don’t need to be yelled at by 
a lift attendant for “health” protocols

Bould. F 45-54 Weekend Strongly Marr. N 126-150
1. Covid (if there was no Covid, see #2)  2. Traffic getting to the 
mountain

Bould. M 45-54 Local Strongly Sing. N 31-50 COVID-19
Bould. M 45-54 Weekend Strongly Sing. N 126-150 do not trust other people, and indoor areas at resorts
Bould. F 45-54 Daytrip Strongly Marr. Y 76-100 Too many runny nose on metal chairlifts
Bould. M 55-64 Strongly Marr. N 76-100 Getting COVID

Bould. F 55-64 Weekend Somewhat Ref R Ref

Lack of lodge capacity due to social distancing, skier disregard 
for mask-wearing and social distancing, high prices for food and 
lift tickets in the middle of a pandemic/economic downturn, no-
refund policies by major resorts.

Bould. M 55-64 Daytrip Somewhat Marr. Y 150K+

Needing Reservations, lack of lodging, no cafes or restaurants 
open, long lines, waiting list to see if you can be on the mountain 
and limited parking

Bould. M 55-64 Weekend Strongly Marr. N 150K+

The virus is burning out of control in Colorado due to poor 
decisions on the part of all levels of government in the summer.  
Mixing it up with crowds this winter is out of the question.
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Bould. F 55-64 Daytrip Strongly Marr. N 150K+

We are concerned that only the powder days will be crowded 
and then we won’t be able to get reservations for those days 
which are the main days we want to ski.

Chaff. F 25-34 Daytrip Somewhat Marr. Y 76-100
Because the ski areas around aren't doing day passes. And 
require $500 or more for a season pass to participate.

Chaff. M 25-34 Daytrip Somewhat Marr. N 76-100
Not sure how available days are; scared of heading to the mtn 
and being turned away cause they’re at capacity

Chaff. M 35-44 Local Strongly Marr. Y 51-75
We are afraid that Governor Pollis will shut down the ski resorts 
and we wasted all that money

Chaff. D 45-54 Local Somewhat Marr. N 101-125

Because there will be no where to get warm that has positive air 
make up “ good ventilation “ .  I don’t trust ski areas Hvac 
systems for air exchange

Chaff. F 55-64 Local Somewhat Marr. N 76-100 The hassle.

Clr. Crk. F 25-34 Daytrip Somewhat Marr. N 150K+

Due to the high numbers of coronavirus in the state. Even with 
skiing being an outdoor activity, I worry about the number of 
people on the mountain.

Clr. Crk. F 45-54 Local Somewhat Sing. N 51-75
Restrictions on when and where I ski.  I cannot always predict 
my days off and therefore the reservation system limits me

Clr. Crk. F 55-64 Local Strongly Marr. N 150K+
Not worth the risk.  Lots of people from  Everywhere and young 
people. Too many people not following the guidelines.

Clr. Crk. M 65+ Daytrip Somewhat Sing. N 76-100 Covid situation

Conej. F 35-44 Daytrip Strongly Marr. Y 101-125

I don’t trust people in this state or the ones that come from Texas 
to follow basic health guidelines in a regular time, and they’ve 
proved themselves selfish in a pandemic.

Denv. F 18-25 Weekend Somewhat Sing. N 31-50 Coronavirus

Denv. F 18-25 Weekend Somewhat Sing. N 76-100
I plan to ski but I fear I will not get as many days in because of 
the reservation system

Denv. F 18-25 Daytrip Somewhat Sing. N 51-75
Not sure what lifts will look like- waiting a long time to get a pass 
and they are very expensive
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Denv. M 18-25 Daytrip Somewhat Sing. N 30K
Uncertainty about the how mountains will protect skiers and how 
many days the mountain will be open

Denv. F 25-34 Weekend Strongly Marr. Y 30K

Because I disagree with the mandates and policy changes and 
don't feel the lines will be worth supporting a company that 
supports the mandates.

Denv. F 25-34 2nd Home Strongly Marr. N 51-75 Coronavirus pandemic and also I am pregnant 🤰 .

Denv. F 25-34 Daytrip Strongly Sing. N 51-75
Covid, long lines, expensive with economic uncertainty, don't 
want to waste a pass if the resorts close mid-season

Denv. F 25-34 Local Somewhat Sing. N 101-125

Covid/reservation system - only like to ski on powder days. Very 
last minute snowboarder (decide to go last minute based on 
conditions)

Denv. F 25-34 Weekend Somewhat Marr. N 150K+

Difficult to distance inside when going to restroom or at 
restaurants. People are usually blowing their nose more often in 
the cold.

Denv. M 25-34 Daytrip Somewhat Marr. N 150K+
My wife is pregnant, due in mid-January, and I'm concerned for 
both her health and our newborn's health.

Denv. M 25-34 Somewhat Sing. N 150K+
Too much of a pain in the ass. (Fighting I70 - fighting reservations 
- long lift lines)

Denv. F 35-44 Daytrip Somewhat Marr. Y 101-125
Because the first case of corona was on the ski mountains scared 
to death of getting it

Denv. F 35-44 Weekend Somewhat Marr. Y 150K+ Coronavirus

Denv. F 35-44 Weekend Somewhat Sing. N 51-75
The hassle of reserving a time. Concern about lines abs concern 
about people gathering even in snow gear.

Denv. F 35-44 Daytrip Somewhat Sing. N 150K+
The spread of COVID at ski resorts in the winter/spring was really 
alarming. If I can manage day trips, I’ll be likely to try and go.

Denv. F 45-54 Weekend Strongly Sing. N Ref
1) risk of being too close in big crowds  2) not worth sitting in 
traffic  3) cost, too expensive

Denv. M 45-54 Weekend Somewhat Marr. N 150K+
Covid safety...as long as resort and guests are behaving in a safe 
manner, it's not an issue...if they are not being safe, it is an issue.
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Denv. M 55-64 Daytrip Somewhat Marr. Y 126-150 COVID-19

Doug. M 18-25 Daytrip Somewhat Sing. Y 51-75

Financial reasons. Not knowing where the economy is headed 
both locally and nationally. What will jobs look like?   Skiing is 
pricey.

Doug. M 25-34 Strongly Ref R Ref
Price of lift tickets/season passes. No guarantees of refunds due to 
COVID closures

Doug. F 35-44 Daytrip Strongly Marr. Y 150K+

I think the ski resorts will need to shut down again t some point. 
It’s a lot of money to get my whole family get ready to ski each 
season, and I don’t think it’s worth it bc things will just shut down. 
Also I don’t want to have to deal with reservations, etc.

Doug. F 35-44 Daytrip Strongly Marr. N 126-150
The new pass structure regarding reservations is limiting. Usually 
I don't know if I'm headed up until the night before.

Doug. M 45-54 Weekend Somewhat Marr. Y 150K+
Believe we may end up in a lockdown again and ski passes give 
me no confidence that I will get my money back.

Doug. F 45-54 Weekend Somewhat Marr. Y 150K+

It’s because everybody won’t follow the same health guidelines, 
it’s not the resorts who aren’t following the guidelines, it’s the 
people from all over who will come in and flagrantly  disregard 
the rules because they believe there’s no virus. You only need to 
look as far as Sturgis,South Dakota to see what happened as a 
result of their bike rally.

Doug. M 45-54 Weekend Strongly Marr. Y 150K+

Seems to be too much of a pain with reservations or parking 
issues. Also how do you get lunch or toilet breaks without 
comingingly?

Eagl. F 25-34 Daytrip Strongly Sing. N 76-100
Can't socially distance on a ski lift. Getting too damn expensive 
to ski. Too much traffic congestion.

Eagl. M 25-34 Local Somewhat Marr. Y 150K+ COVID
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Eagl. F 25-34 Local Strongly Sing. N 31-50

Money, I dont have a job that supplies a ski pass, I also got covid 
in february and was sick for 4 months I missed out on skiing 
before they closed the resort and a 180 dollar compensation from 
vail resorts was not enough to make me come back. Also what if 
I get covid again and miss skiing that would just mean I'm 
burning money away.

Eagl. M 25-34 Local Somewhat Marr. N 126-150

The reason being is Vail resorts is a joke and I am not buying a 
pass with them for a $1000 to go stand in some line or make a 
reservation to ski when I live in vail

Eagl. M 25-34 Local Somewhat Marr. N Ref

The reservation system of Vail resorts.  I like to make plans 
morning of, based on overnight conditions.  Plus, Mtn capacity is 
not the problem, its distancing on chairlifts, in lift lines, and inside 
facilities.  There are ways to address these issues without forcing 
people to decide their days months in advanced.

Eagl. F 35-44 Daytrip Strongly Marr. Y Ref
Covid on the mountain, too many people even if there is 
reservations

Eagl. F 35-44 Local Somewhat Sing. N 31-50 May not be able to get out as much.

Eagl. F 35-44 Daytrip Somewhat Marr. Y 101-125

Not comfortable that people who are going to travel to our ski 
area are going to comply with the state, county and city 
requirements to be here and ski here, therefore spreading the 
virus.

Eagl. F 35-44 Local Somewhat Marr. Y 150K+

We have an at-risk family member at home, I don't trust that 
tourists will follow safety protocols. Mask wearing seems 
unenforceable on lifts, etc

Eagl. F 45-54 Local Somewhat Sing. N 150K+ Don’t want to get COVID from tourists

Eagl. F 45-54 Local Somewhat Sing. Y 76-100
If I am forced to wear a face mask indoors, I will not go. Masks 
don’t do a damn thing. Stop pretending they do.

Eagl. M 45-54 Daytrip Strongly Sing. N 31-50 It's not worth the risk.

Eagl. F 45-54 Local Somewhat Ref Y Ref
Monetary reasons. I was furloughed from my job due to COVID-
19
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Eagl. M 45-54 Local Somewhat Marr. Y 150K+ Reservation system
Eagl. M 55-64 Daytrip Somewhat Marr. N Ref Cover rules, wait times, exposure
Eagl. F 55-64 Local Somewhat Marr. N 126-150 Danger of catching the virus from non-compliant skiers.
Eagl. M 55-64 Local Somewhat Marr. N 76-100 Ski pass is too expensive

Eagl. M 55-64 Local Strongly Marr. N 51-75

The resorts specifically beaver creek are NOT prepared and are 
not taking the proper precautions to make it safe for guests and 
employees.

Eagl. F 65+ Local Somewhat Marr. N 76-100
Because Eagle County is already talking lock down & the tourists 
aren't even here yet

Eagl. M 65+ Local Somewhat Marr. N 126-150

Cotracting COVID-19. We reside in Vail and the parking 
structure is our only/main resource for parking and we see that as 
a super spreader opportunity.

Eagl. M 65+ Daytrip Somewhat Sing. N 101-125 Having to be inside warming up, eating, riding shuttle buses

Eagl. M 65+ Local Somewhat Sing. N 150K+
Poor communication by resorts to their policy. Not interested in a 
reservation system of reduced uphill capacity

Eagl. M 65+ Local Strongly Marr. N Ref Reservations, long lines, danger of COVID off the mountain

El Paso. F 25-34 Weekend Somewhat Sing. N 101-125
There's a deadly virus going around, and many of the hotspots 
were in ski towns.

El Paso. F 35-44 Weekend Somewhat Marr. N Ref COVID
El Paso. F 35-44 Weekend Strongly Marr. Y Ref New medical diagnosis has put me in the high risk category.
El Paso. F 35-44 Daytrip Somewhat Sing. Y 31-50 Tired of making plans and having to cancel due to COViD.
El Paso. M 35-44 Daytrip Strongly Sing. N Ref We are in the middle of a major pandemic
El Paso. F 45-54 Weekend Strongly Marr. R Ref Contacting the virus
Elbrt. F 55-64 Season R Strongly Marr. N 150K+ The hassle of making reservations   The cost has gone up

Garf. F 25-34 Weekend Somewhat Marr. N 126-150 I do not want to buy a pass if I will not be able to utilize said pass.
Garf. F 25-34 Daytrip Strongly Marr. N 76-100 Too crowded.  XC ski instead and save money.

Garf. M 25-34 Local Strongly Marr. N 101-125
We do not want to spend the money.  With the risk of not being 
able to ski and lose our money

Garf. F 35-44 Local Somewhat Ref N Ref Safety & reservations
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Garf. F 35-44 Local Strongly Marr. Y 51-75

Shuttle buses are too crowded and that is the only way to access 
our resort from day parking. Public restrooms are severely 
limited. There is no indoor place to get warm except on 
mountain or base restaurants. No lodge. People here are 
massively entitled and really don't care about affecting the 
people around them, so long as their day is not affected.

Garf. F 35-44 Daytrip Somewhat Marr. Y 150K+

We have a toddler and unsure how we will manage being at the 
mountain with him when there is limited access to the lodge 
areas. We have purchased passes and plan to go every weekend 
like we have for years we may just have to limit our days with 
him to try to minimize his exposure.

Garf. F 35-44 Local Somewhat Marr. Y 150K+
We’re afraid to pay for passes and the mountain get closed 
(Sunlight)

Garf. M 45-54 Local Strongly Marr. N 76-100 Because the ski areas could be forced to limit numbers or close.
Garf. F 45-54 Local Strongly Sing. Y 51-75 Corona virus instability and potential shut downs
Garf. M 45-54 Local Somewhat Marr. N 150K+ exposure to the corona virus    dealing with a reservation system
Garf. F 45-54 Daytrip Somewhat Marr. N 150K+ Risk of covid, not wanting to be around crowds
Garf. F 65+ Local Strongly Marr. N Ref COVID
Garf. F 65+ Local Somewhat Sing. N 150K+ Virus. Chair and gondola

Gilp. F 25-34 Daytrip Somewhat Marr. N 76-100

It seems as though there are going to be a lot of restrictions 
(require reservations, limit # of people on lift and in lodges) so it’s 
going to either make it unlikely to get a reservation (like with 
Loveland last spring) and if you do get a reservation it’s going to 
mean longer lift lines.

Gilp. M 45-54 Daytrip Somewhat Marr. N 150K+ COVID rules/mandates unclear and uncertain from day to day.
Grand F 18-25 Local Strongly Marr. Y 31-50 Crowded areas, coronavirus
Grand M 18-25 Daytrip Somewhat Ref Y 30K high risk of injury coron virus and money issues
Grand M 25-34 Local Strongly Sing. N Ref COVID

Grand M 65+ Local Strongly Sing. N 51-75 People are not 100% wearing masks,  Especially younger people
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Grand F 65+ Local Somewhat Sing. N 31-50 Risk of coronovirus

Gunn. F 18-25 Local Somewhat Sing. N 30K

Hoping resorts stay open! I do feel safe skiing itself I will most 
likely avoid bars/restaurants shops etc.     Biggest worry is being 
around travelers

Gunn. F 18-25 Local Strongly Sing. Y 101-125
The health risks and decreased availability are the main reasons I 
do not plan on skiing.

Gunn. M 35-44 Local Strongly Sing. Y 31-50 Too many people
Gunn M 65+ Local Strongly Sing. N 51-75 I’m 73, have copd and various cardiac conditions

Jeff. M 18-25 Daytrip Strongly Sing. N 150K+

(1)Prices are outrageous for locals, should charge tourist more.   
(2) lines will be crazy.   (3) Back country is free and I don’t want 
the virus.

Jeff. F 18-25 Daytrip Somewhat Sing. N 76-100

Having to reserve your spot, not being able to plan ski trips in 
case you can’t get a reservation, ski areas shutting down after 
spending tons of money on a pass

Jeff. F 25-34 Daytrip Somewhat Marr. Y 101-125
Concerned about what safety measures will be in place in 
lodges, lines, and lifts.

Jeff. F 25-34 Somewhat Sing. N 30K
Covid fears - lifts, lodging, lines, etc     Money - limited work, 
expenses of traveling, tickets, etc    The risk + cost mainly

Jeff. M 25-34 Daytrip Strongly Sing. N 76-100 COVID transmission risk

Jeff. F 25-34 2nd Home Somewhat Marr. N 150K+

difficulty to distance from other skiers/boarders at base and on 
lifts/gondolas, concern about others' behavior prior to arriving at 
mountain or while away from mountain/environment that does 
attempt to enforce safety protocols

Jeff. F 25-34 Local Strongly Marr. N 126-150 I am pregnant and I don’t feel safe with the virus.

Jeff. M 25-34 Daytrip Somewhat Sing. Y 31-50
I just don’t trust resorts to go the extra mile to sanitize and keep 
the area safe.

Jeff. F 35-44 2nd Home Somewhat Marr. Y 101-125
Can’t get a reservation all booked up every time I get on website 
pissing my off we want to ski and can’t get a date
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Jeff. M 35-44 Daytrip Strongly Marr. Y 126-150

Got refund on pass for last year but didn't want to use credit on 
pass for this year when we didn't know how it would be 
operation in covid

Jeff. F 35-44 Daytrip Somewhat Marr. Y 150K+

It is too cumbersome to get up there with the new restrictions and 
reservation requirements...also concerned about out of towners 
out of staters and out of country individuals bringing the virus to 
our mountains.

Jeff. M 35-44 Daytrip Somewhat Marr. Y 150K+

Restrictions on the number of people, having to make 
reservations, and the cost of a pass not worth knowing what’s 
going to happen.

Jeff. F 45-54 Daytrip Strongly Sing. Y 51-75

Because of the limitations on having to make a reservation. I 
can’t predict when I’ll be able to ski and I’ve heard there are no 
reservations to be had. It’s not ok to make people do that

Jeff. F 45-54 Daytrip Somewhat Marr. Y Ref
Concerned about the spread of COVID, not being able to get a 
reservation if needed

Jeff. F 45-54 Daytrip Somewhat Marr. Y 126-150
My boys are supposed to go to ski school this season to learn to 
ski or board

Jeff. F 45-54 Daytrip Strongly Marr. N 150K+ Reservations required
Jeff. M 45-54 Daytrip Strongly Marr. Y Ref Traffic to the mountains in Colorado.
Jeff. M 55-64 Weekend Strongly Sing. N 31-50 COVID
Jeff. M 55-64 Daytrip Somewhat Marr. Y 51-75 Didn’t by a ski pass

Jeff. F 55-64 Daytrip Strongly Marr. N 150K+

This a a good year to have elective knee surgery, also as a 
medical professional my husband doesn’t  want to risk exposure 
to COVID.

La Plat. M 55-64 Local Strongly Marr. N 150K+ COVID

La Plat. F 55-64 Local Somewhat Sing. N 31-50

I only resort ski on powder days so reservations won’t work for 
me and I feel really ripped off from last year and don’t want to 
waste anymore money for a season that I can’t be guaranteed to 
ski powder days
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Lake M 18-25 Local Somewhat Sing. N 30K
Depending on the plan proposed I think it will be a little difficult 
to prepare

Lake F 25-34 Local Strongly Sing. N 30K

There has been a drastic increase in COVID-19 over the last few 
weeks especially. That in conjunction with flu season feels a 
dangerous risk to be around so many people. I also help take 
care of a 90 year old.

Lake F 35-44 Daytrip Strongly Marr. Y 30K A virus that has no cure

Lake M 35-44 Local Somewhat Marr. Y 150K+

COVID,  I’m also worried that I won’t get the most value for my 
pass and then I’m going to lose days like last year and not get a 
refund

Lake M 35-44 Local Strongly Marr. Y 126-150 Not safe as COVID surges

Lake F 35-44 Daytrip Somewhat Sing. Y 51-75
Waited to get passes at discount bc unsure of how covid would 
affect it. Also just too expensive for our middle-class

Lake M 45-54 Daytrip Somewhat Marr. N 150K+
Coronavirus cases spiking with hospital beds getting 
overwhelmed.

Lake M 45-54 Local Strongly Marr. Y 150K+ Lack of support from local ski area

Lake M 45-54 Local Somewhat Marr. Y 126-150

We are concerned with tourist's visiting from other states who 
are not willing to take preventative measures to ensure our local 
health.

Lake F 65+ Local Somewhat Marr. N 126-150 No locker rooms- shuttle bus neede from parking area
Lake F 65+ Daytrip Somewhat Sing. N Ref Planning reservation ahead inconvient

Lake M 65+ Daytrip Somewhat Marr. N 150K+
Really not to do with COVID-19. Age and arthritis in the ankles 
are more concerning.

Larim. F 25-34 Daytrip Strongly Sing. N 51-75 COVID
Larim. M 25-34 Daytrip Strongly Sing. N 31-50 Covid is spiking.
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Larim. F 25-34 Daytrip Somewhat Sing. Y 76-100

I’m not wanting to be around people that aren’t in my immediate 
social circle, even though I’d be outside most of the time. The 
need to occasionally go inside is what makes me nervous (e.g. to 
use the restroom, refill my water bottle, etc). I also am not sure I 
want to deal with the headache of making reservations (if the 
mountain requires),  competing for parking spots, etc. Having to 
get up before dawn, to get to the mountain before everyone else 
does, to make sure I get a parking spot is already a lot to 
manage. Adding on reservations (depending on the resort) may 
be too much! Skiing just costs too much already to not 
necessarily be guaranteed a reservation/parking spot/safety of 
the virus.

Larim. M 25-34 Weekend Somewhat Marr. N 76-100

Limitations and restrictions on days or crowds would make 
planning a day of skiing harder    Worried about lodging 
availability as well

Larim. M 25-34 Daytrip Strongly Marr. Y 51-75 Slowing this pandemic will only happen if we sacrifice going out.
Larim. F 35-44 Daytrip Strongly Sing. N 51-75 CORONA VIRUS

Larim. F 35-44 Weekend Somewhat Marr. Y 101-125
We are not season pass holders and have heard it will be harder 
to get on the mountain.  Also really hard to make plans right now.

Larim. F 45-54 Season R Strongly Marr. Y 126-150

Because we lost money last ski season from the shut down and 
this season you haven’t given us any good dealsOr compensate 
us for what we lost from last season

Larim. F 45-54 Weekend Strongly Sing. N 31-50 Safety
Mesa M 18-25 Daytrip Somewhat Sing. N 30K Lack of social distancing
Mesa F 18-25 Local Strongly Sing. Y 51-75 the coronavirus risk really isn’t worth the temporary joy

Mesa F 35-44 2nd Home Somewhat Marr. N 76-100

I ski alone, and am concerned about ending up in crowded lines 
and on chair lifts with careless people who don't take 
precautions to prevent spreading COVID.
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Ouray M 18-25 Local Somewhat Sing. N 51-75
Uncertainty about the length of seasons at resorts due to 
government regulations  and proximity to resort.

Ouray F 25-34 Local Somewhat Sing. N 30K

I do not want to potentially put any first responders at risk- I 
primarily backcountry ski and pick my terrain conservatively but 
still.

Ouray M 35-44 Local Somewhat Marr. Y 76-100
COVID-19, and the increasingly high prices at resorts. The later 
makes it hard for Colorado families to ski.

Ouray M 65+ Daytrip Somewhat Marr. N 101-125 Limited available skiers on mountain.
Ouray F 65+ Daytrip Strongly Marr. N 51-75 Too complicated.

Park F 25-34 Local Strongly Marr. Y 150K+

Ski lifts seem unsanitary, lines suck normally and will be worse 
this season. Can't go inside safely. Young people are going to get 
covid the most and refuse to wear masks. Expensive to get passes 
if we only end up going once.

Park F 35-44 Local Strongly Sing. N 30K

Need a reservation, don’t want to be in lift lines near people. 
Riding chairlift without sterilization kind of a concern. Can go a 
year without skiing downhill.

Park F 55-64 Local Strongly Sing. N 76-100 COVID-19

Park M 55-64 Daytrip Somewhat Marr. N 76-100

It's hard to plan a ski trip when the rules keep getting changed by 
the day I'm not going to ruin a weekend planning something that 
may not even happen

Park M 65+ Weekend Somewhat Marr. N 76-100
Concerned about lodges and public areas. If we can ski in/out 
and not go into any lodge or public restroom we would be ok.

Pitkin F 18-25 Weekend Somewhat Sing. N 31-50 Just safety of equipment
Pitkin F 25-34 Local Strongly Marr. Y 76-100 Coronavirus safety

Pitkin F 25-34 Local Strongly Marr. Y 51-75
It’s too much of a hassle to coordinate everything this year with 
covid and with family issues

Pitkin F 35-44 Local Somewhat Marr. Y 76-100

Currently in quarantine because of being exposed to an 
individual.  This would suck paying for ski lessons & passes & not 
being able to use!

Pitkin M 45-54 Local Strongly Sing. N 101-125 Because travel now is stupid and frivolous
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Pitkin M 45-54 Local Somewhat Marr. Y 150K+
I would be following state mandates. If there is no mandate 
prohibiting skiing I would ski

Pitkin F 55-64 Local Strongly Sing. N 76-100

Mostly because of cost. Last year I bought a pass and wasn't able 
to use it at all because of health reasons and this year with 
everything going on I don't want to buy a pass and daily tickets 
are way too expensive.

Pitkin F 55-64 Local Somewhat Marr. N 150K+

My husband and I are both planning on skinning and skiing that 
way.  As numbers continue to escalate in CO we are hesitant 
about standing in line with others and getting on góndolas and 
chairlifts.

Pitkin M 55-64 Local Strongly Sing. N Ref
Repeated close proximity to strangers is a bad idea. Too many 
are not interested in protecting themselves and others

Pitkin D 65+ Local Strongly Ref R Ref

VR is not being reasonable with the precautions at this time. The 
only safe thing to do is NOT OPEN. Our local communities are 
the ones who will suffer but VR will still have a money making 
season. It’s disgusting.

Prow. F 18-25 Local Somewhat Sing. Y 76-100
I don’t find enough time to go so I don’t like to buy a season pass 
because I almost never go anyway.

Pueblo M 45-54 Weekend Strongly Marr. Y 101-125 restrictions in chair lift capacity
Routt F 25-34 Local Strongly Sing. N 51-75 COVID

Routt F 25-34 Local Somewhat Sing. N 51-75

I may defer my Ikon Pass because I am worried about not being 
able to take many lunch laps or use my pass fully. I will ski no 
matter what, but it may just be Alpine touring in the backcountry 
primarily or cross country ski. I am more worried about long lines 
and waits making it hard to actually ski and spending more time 
in lines whether for shuttle or lift lines.

Routt F 35-44 Local Strongly Marr. Y 76-100

Because the risk to our mountain communities during the covid 
outbreak is too great, and the ski industry is greedy and unethical 
in considering operating uninhibited during the pandemic.
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Routt F 35-44 Weekend Strongly Marr. Y Ref Coronavirus and travel.
Routt F 35-44 Daytrip Somewhat Marr. Y 126-150 Covid surges as well and 3 small children

Routt F 35-44 Local Somewhat Marr. Y 126-150
Crowds, shuttle, access, inability to get sufficient time on the 
mountain (currently no reservation system at our home mountain)

Routt F 35-44 Local Somewhat Marr. Y 101-125

I did not buy a pass because coronavirus canceled the end of last 
season. And since our resort isn't selling day tickets, I don't think 
there's a way for me to ski.

Routt F 45-54 Local Strongly Sing. N 31-50 COVID risk, crazy lines, shuttle capacity

Routt M 45-54 Local Strongly Sing. N 31-50

I payed for a pass last year and got cut short, why should I put up 
money that might just disappear? Restricted access, my resort is 
going to give ski lessons priority, so I imagine if you have enough 
money to pay for a lesson you get to ski, and locals get shafted.

Routt M 45-54 2nd Home Strongly Sing. N Ref

People  from outside   the  sate   that  dont  have covid  test  done  
 ,,i  spoke  to a  friend  in  miami  fl  and  the  test  are  Free  there  
 it  seems  with  all  the $$$$ the mountains  make  you woukd 
Think  they  set  up  something  Free  akso !!!!

Routt F 45-54 Local Somewhat Marr. Y 101-125

The tourists and others that don't take the guidelines seriously 
about masks and social distancing. Once out on the slopes I think 
I would feel more comfortable, but using the gondola or going 
inside places even briefly where there have been lots of people 
doesn't sound like a good idea. Even riding on a chairlift behind 
or with people that may be coughing or sneezing sounds unsafe.

Routt F 45-54 Local Strongly Marr. Y 150K+
Too many people on the Mountain from out of town, and don’t 
trust the safety protocols

Routt F 55-64 Local Somewhat Marr. N 150K+ Cases increasing in our county at an alarming rate.
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Routt M 55-64 Local Strongly Marr. N Ref

Standing in lift lines seems really stupid. And I don’t trust the 
mountains to ensure that I don’t have to ride up with others. No 
way to safely ride a gondy either. Plus I don’t love peeing in the 
trees

Routt F 55-64 Local Somewhat Marr. N 150K+
the refund amount may not be worth using my pass.  Therefore, I 
would defer my ski pass to next season.

Routt F 55-64 Local Strongly Marr. N Ref Too much is unknown.
Routt M 65+ Local Strongly Marr. N Ref COVID concerns
Routt F 65+ Local Strongly Sing. N Ref Don’t want to be near other people.

Routt F 65+ Local Somewhat Marr. N 51-75

It mainly has to do with the COVID numbers. If they are high I’ll 
probably not go. Also If we have to make reservations and the 
lines are long is a deterrent.

Routt F 65+ 2nd Home Somewhat Marr. N Ref Safety and exposures

San Mig.M 35-44 Local Somewhat Ref R Ref
Because the restrictions they are implementing over something 
that is no more dangerous than the common cold

San Mig.M 35-44 Local Somewhat Sing. N 51-75
Mountain will be too crowded. I work on a mountain so will get 
to skate on days i work

San Mig.F 45-54 Local Strongly Sing. Y 51-75

Mostly a financial decision...I’ve had a pass every year for the 
last 15 years—but I lost all my summer work due to COVID 
upsetting the summer festival season...so that’s the $ I use for my 
pass...gone!

Summ. M 18-25 Daytrip Somewhat Sing. N 31-50 Need to save money

Summ. M 18-25 Local Somewhat Sing. N Ref
PEOPLE CROWDED IN LINES WITH NO SOCIAL DISTANCING 
OR MASKS

Summ. D 18-25 Local Strongly Marr. N 76-100 Too many tourists and it is unsafe during a pandemic.

Summ. M 25-34 Local Somewhat Sing. N 76-100
Every resort is limiting people and half are doing reservations, 
we might not even get a chance to go a resort.

Summ. F 25-34 Local Strongly Sing. N 101-125 NA
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Summ. F 25-34 Local Somewhat Marr. Y 51-75

Summit county, Colorado and the country’s cases are 
skyrocketing. While skiing is outside, rentals, bathrooms, 
restaurants, retail, apres, lodging, air bnb is a lot harder to 
regulate. Even with the restrictions currently in place I’ve seen A 
LOT of companies and people not abiding by the rules. I’ll be 
surprised if the season survives through the 1st of the new year. I 
would think these counties would be doing more to protect locals 
and guests but it seems money is the #1 priority. Summit county 
has numbers that should be considered safer at home and yet 
they are choosing to stay in organge? Why? No social distancing 
in lift lines so far and most of the visitors are from the south who 
many don’t believe the virus even exists. I’d rather skip this 
season and know things are safer instead of winging it when it 
seems the counties and resorts are also winging it just trying to 
make money.

Summ. M 35-44 Local Strongly Marr. N 31-50 Current spike in COVID cases

Summ. F 35-44 Local Somewhat Marr. Y 101-125

I don’t want to ski until the conditions are good because I don’t 
want to risk using days and not getting a full refund. It will be 
hard to know what days to make reservations for, and just 
hopeful reservations will be available. With how bad covid is in 
our area, I wouldn’t be surprised if the ski area opening is short 
lived.

Summ. M 35-44 Local Somewhat Sing. Y Ref
The reservation systems are terrible and difficult. As a local we 
should be exempt

Summ. M 35-44 Season R Strongly Sing. Y 101-125
We are about to have record covid numbers - I’m not going 
anywhere near it

Summ. F 45-54 Local Strongly Sing. Y 51-75

Because of the covid 19.i think it would be wise to stay home 
more .to stop the spread of covid 19.people need to think.you 
took holloween from the kids y not stop ski season as well
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Summ. F 45-54 Local Somewhat Marr. N 150K+ Because Vail resorts makes it impossible to book skiing the day of.

Summ. M 45-54 Daytrip Strongly Sing. N 101-125

Everybody is doing their very best and trying to give us as normal 
ski season as possible. I am concerned after seeing how many 
people refused to wear masked.

Summ. M 45-54 Local Somewhat Sing. N Ref I ski/ride powder due to reservations I am not able to predict days

Summ. M 45-54 Local Somewhat Sing. N 31-50
Skiers being allowed to come from other states, ie texas, where 
masks are not mandatory and cases are spiking

Summ. F 55-64 Local Strongly Sing. N 76-100 At serious health risk for Covid due to age

Summ. M 55-64 Local Somewhat Marr. Y Ref

Maskholes from red states who can’t seem to display any 
common sense. I don’t wanna be anywhere near Bubba and his 
idiot family.

Summ. F 55-64 Local Strongly Sing. N 51-75
Seems too risky. Too many opportunities to be too close to 
people. Being inside would be very dangerous.

Summ. M 65+ Local Somewhat Marr. N 150K+ Age and medical condition

Weld F 18-25 Daytrip Somewhat Sing. Y Ref

For the most part im thinking we will go. Its not like we are ever 
cram-packed anywhere. And we are outside. If the numbers of 
people with it gets really high then maybe i wont go but im pretty 
sure we will.

Weld M 35-44 Daytrip Strongly Marr. Y 51-75 The covid numbers are very high


